death generated, is evidence of his close connection with his audience. For many Jewish-Argentines, he was more than a mere entertainer.
Through his comical and musical talents, as well as his reliance on the burgeoning Yiddish language of Buenos Aires and his personal transition from a recently arrived gringo (in Spanish) or griner (in Yiddish) to a seasoned dweller of the capital, Katz managed to construct a tight bond with his audience. His songs and parodies expressed the anxieties surrounding immigrant life in the Americas, the difficulties of adapting to a new sociocultural setting and the satisfaction of overcoming those obstacles, the contrasting feelings of a new at-homeness and the bittersweet nostalgia for the old country.
Katz portrayed himself as invested with the mission of maintaining the invisible cultural ties binding together the Yiddish-speaking Jews of Argentina. His almost yearly tours through the country went beyond the largest (and most profitable) agricultural colonies of Entre Ríos and Santa Fe, to far-away provinces where a mere handful of Jewish-Argentines resided. He brought these tiny communities-often without the hint of profit for himself-songs and joy in a language that reminded them of a larger ethnic sense of belonging. Back in Buenos Aires, he composed new songs for his urban followers that celebrated these "Jewish gauchos," comedic twists on the central trope that reinforced their claims to legitimate Argentineness.
Because of his strong connection with his audience, studying Katz allows us to understand the relationship between a Jewish-Argentine cultural space and popular constructions of identity. This essay explores Katz's short yet successful decade in Buenos Aires, his relationship with his fans, and the themes and language of his oeuvre. I analyze Jewish-Argentine representations of the immigrant experience and the social importance of these representations in the construction of collective ethnic identity. Among these cultural artifacts, the Jewish agricultural colonies held a prominent place in the narrative legitimizing the presence of Jews in the country. We shall also see how the deployment of an ethnic language establishes a semi-hermetic ethnic space of belonging. The first section highlights key aspects of Katz's career; the second focuses on the lyrics of his songs; a third part examines the unique role of rural Jews and settlements in the artist's imaginary; and the last one goes over his particular use of the Yiddish of the Río de la Plata.
the "Argentine," and the ethnic and the national to be equally important. The hyphenated "Jewish-Argentine" thus puts both dimensions on equal footing and shines light on the relationship between the two. See Jeffrey Lesser and Raanan Rein, "New Approaches to Ethnicity and Diaspora in Twentieth-Century Latin America," in Rethinking Jewish-Latin Americans, eds. Lesser and Rein (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2008), pp. 23-40.
